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In honour of his legacy, a literary version (with commentary) of part of a little-known ostrich egg
hunting/gathering narration by ||kabbo is offered. The modest narration reveals ||kabbo as a man who
had once, in his own land, been a knowledgeable, understanding hunter and gatherer, and a close
observer of the environment. The version and commentary (lightly edited) are taken from First Bushman’s
path: stories, songs and testimonies of the |xam of the northern Cape: versions, with commentary by
Alan James, published by University of Natal Press, 2001.
Ostrich eggs among the !nabba thorn bushes (narr: ||kabbo; tr: Lloyd L.II.22.2034-2042)
The |xam’s intimacy with the land extended to a detailed knowledge of animals and habitat and to
intelligent food gathering. At the time when ostriches laid eggs, it might be preferable to allow the eggs to
be produced rather than to kill the ostriches for meat.
the ostrich will lay her eggs there when the rain has fallen
and the grass has sprung and the bushes have sprouted green:
she will scratch out a place among the !nabba thorn bushes,
she will make her nest there, she will lay her eggs there,
and the male and the female ostriches will stand over them:
they will take turns to shade them from the sun (said //Kabbo),
for the little ostriches would otherwise die in their eggs:
and the flowers of the !nabba bushes will come out later,
the flowers will come out and the bees will drink from them
before they are burned dry and are broken away by the wind:
it is these small flowers, the !nabba thorn bushes’ flowers,
that people look for when they go in search of ostrich eggs:
while the flowers are on the bushes, people hunt for eggs,
that is the time they look for them among the !nabba bushes,
and when they have found them, they take them and drink them:
they find the flower’s eggs among the bushes and drink them
as they sit in the shade of a skerm of thorn tree branches:
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and the ostrich keeps quiet while they are drinking her eggs:
there are no eggs to hatch and her children will not be born
and she will not have ostrich children to walk about with her,
but she will scratch a nest among other bushes in another place
and lay more eggs there, and will be quiet, she will be still
The verse renders a portion of an account of hunting for ostrich eggs which is woven into a lengthy
address to |kaggen by his grandson, the Ichneumon (or mongoose), as part of a narrative set in
mytho-historical time. Subsistence for the |xam and for other foraging San groups was made possible by
utilizing a store of knowledge as to what, when, where and how particular foods might be obtained.
Intimacy with the land extended to a detailed knowledge of animals and of a wide range of useful veld
plants. We see, for example, that in the course of their narrations, the |xam narrators referred to a
considerable variety of berries, bulbs, melons and leaves that people ate. As the account by ||kabbo
reveals, such knowledge about food resources was accompanied by an intimate understanding of animal
habits and behaviour, an understanding that here seems to embrace some sympathy for the ostrich
mother’s loss of her children. Sympathy, possibly, but food for people was of the highest importance, and
that the obtaining of ostrich egg food necessary for life involved the death of ostrich children was
seemingly as much part of the natural order of things as that !nabba flowers bloomed and died, life and
death being inextricably intertwined.
Food production was not always on an immediate-return basis. There were circumstances when
delayed-return economic planning or activity would occur, as in the case of the digging of hunting pits or
the building of stone hunting-blinds, and as displayed by these ostrich hunters. The hunters, the text
states, refrained from killing the ostrich for meat in order that it be allowed to produce eggs. This ensured
that there would be nutritious food for people later at a time when, the narrator explained, the springbok
were still absent from the hunting ground. People's subsistence needs were thus accommodated to
environmental realities: to the conditions, constraints and opportunities that the land offered.
Such accommodation of needs was necessary if the environment were to continue to provide food, and ||
kabbo's narration is accordingly also a depiction of people living in harmony with nature. People gathered
food intelligently and in accordance with the season, and they ate it in the shade of branches cut from
nearby trees, a shelter that the land afforded them when they wanted it. This depiction of wholeness and
oneness with nature is structurally enhanced through the production-and-consumption parallel that the
narrative presents between, on the one hand, flowers blossoming and bees drinking from those flowers
and, on the other hand, ostriches laying eggs and people drinking from those eggs. It is a parallel that
shows people tied into the land that gives to them. One might also see a parallel and contrast between
ostriches scratching nests and laying eggs among thorn bushes and sheltering their eggs from the sun,
and people building a skerm of thorn branches and sheltering there from the sun and eating those eggs.
Furthermore, ||kabbo’s sensitive and detailed treatment of the subject of gathering ostrich eggs suggests
that he saw beauty there: a beauty of the natural order, and of individual phenomena and processes
within that order such as flowering bushes, green grass after rain, an ostrich scratching a nest, eggs that
contain little ostriches, and ostrich parents sheltering their eggs. And we might note too the sophistication
of ||kabbo’s verbal skill in referring to the eggs as 'the flower's eggs': in joining flowers to eggs he gives a
graphic composite picture both of objects and of information. If only we knew what those flowers looked
like! Unfortunately, his depiction is also a portrait of a reality that had largely, by the time of its recording,
been defeated by the new social and economic order which had taken hold in |xam country.
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